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Driverless Car
Google is engaged in Test driving its fully connected car which needs no human driver. After
Mountain View, the company has selected Kirkland, WA as a site for these tests. The purpose
behind the selection of different sites is the exposure to different surroundings, traffic patterns
& road situations.
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Internet of Things

Gravitational waves

Explained

Einstein wins again

Now that we have entered the new year of 2016, we will continue to witness the blossoming of the
Internet of Things (IoT). It’s been a few years since the term was coined and we are only just starting
to realize the benefits and implications it has and will potentially put into effect. The IoT is a
combination of machines giving sensors a platform in embedded devices to gain information that
can be analyzed in real time with the help of cloud-based applications. With all the data these sensors
are collecting, the possibilities for their use are many: the sensors can either store personal data or, in
the long-term, collect big data. On the one hand, there are many obvious benefits this concept brings
for both the consumer and businesses/enterprises. Using connected devices, these sensors could
record a pattern of use, and with the help of algorithms, help predict information for users.
The IoT is used in many aspects of everyday life: from tracking fitness information to notifying drivers
of unstable driving conditions ahead, from autonomous driving sensors allowing drivers to sit back
and relax behind the wheel to refrigerator sensors notifying housemates when there is a shortage of
milk. On the other hand, users should also be aware of the risk of big data: security threats. There are
a number of different ways all the data could be interfered, from hackers gaining access to accounts
to malware in the embedded devices. Besides the security downside, IoT also poses another problem
on network connectivity. With the rise of new devices being made for the sole purpose of gathering
data and sending it to the cloud, they require network connection thinking. But before it can do that
there are a few downsides that engineers need to work on to make IoT more accessible to everyone
wherever they are. Taking a wider perspective of IoT, there is a lot to be understood about specialized
sensors, embedded devices and what kind of technologies are utilized. Data can be collected and
analyzed from devices used in a household, office or city, to the more frequently used devices like
watches, headsets, fitness bands, and vehicles. Each device needs processing power to work the
device and to connect to a network, whether it be WiFi, Bluetooth, or LTE networks. When the sensors
gather information from outside exposure, they send the where the data is analyzed and can be
utilized in real time through an application or on the device itself. There are a few options for how the
data can be used. If collected from devices for
personal use, it will be for either only personal data
storage purposes or for the purposes of Big Data.
Big Data is the accumulation of large data sets that
are analyzed to predict patterns and trends for
individual users or a larger population. IoT plays a
large role in this concept by making use of the data
that comes in. Over time, the devices. consumers
use will begin to help them achieve what they
need faster and without too much thinking.
But before it can do that there are a few downsides that engineers need to work on to make IoT more
accessible to everyone wherever they are Another major issue is the lack of security and privacy
consumers are getting by using embedded devices. With all the data that is being gathered, we don’t
know who has access to all the data and what they might do with it. This directly affects individual
consumers as well as businesses and enterprises. Because IoT is just starting out, there is a lot of work
to be done to perfect it, just like it took the Internet took over 20 years to be understood and to secure
the integrity of users. Possible hacking into devices has already made headlines by the makers of
Jeeps and even a WiFi-enabled Barbie doll. Initial responses to this is for brands to send security
patches to their devices but even that is not the most convenient nor safest option. If Jeep
automakers sent a patch to vehicles all at once, that might stagger the vehicle even while it is in use
which could end badly for the driver and their car. Also, device makers need to take into consideration
the conservative bandwidth and intermittent connectivity of embedded devices before sending out
security patches. At this point, talks of cyber insurance are going around, with the risk of digital
content being potentially exposed at any given time even with all the private networks that could
help prevent any hacks. To be safe from any dangers the IoT can bring, it may be wise to wait a few
years before using specialized devices in the workplace. There haven’t been enough breaches and
hacks to study how to improve the technologies.
Besides these two issues, the Internet of Things
has a lot of potential to better consumers’ lives
and to predict whatthey need before they realize
it. In the next issue, we will go over tech policies in
the upcoming age of smar t devices.

One hundred years ago, Albert Einstein
published his general theory of relativity, which
described how gravity warps and distorts
space-time. While this theory triggered a revolution in our understanding of the universe, it
made one prediction that even Einstein doubted
could be confirmed: the existence of gravitational waves.
Today we have that confirmation, with the detection of gravitational waves by the Advanced
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (aLIGO) detectors. Einstein was skeptical
that gravitational waves would ever be detected
because the predicted waves were so weak.
Einstein was right to wonder—the signal detected on Sept. 14, 2015 by the aLIGO interferometers caused each arm of each L-shaped detector
to change by only two billionths of a billionth of
a meter, about 400 times smaller than the radius
of a proton.

It may seem inconceivable to measure such tiny
changes, especially with a giant apparatus like
aLIGO. Fittingly, Einstein himself indirectly
helped make those lasers happen, first by
explaining the photoelectric effect in terms of
photons (for which he earned the Nobel Prize),
and second, by creating (along with Bose) the
theoretical foundation of lasers, which create
coherent beams of photons, all with the same
frequency and direction.
In the aLIGO arms there are nearly a trillion
photons per second impinging on the mirrors, all
sensing the precise positions of the interferometer mirrors. It is this collective, coherent sensing
that makes it possible to determine that one
mirror has moved in one direction, while a mirror
in the other arm has moved in a different
direction. This distinctive, differential motion is
what characterizes a gravitational wave, a
momentary differential warp of space itself.
The particular pattern of brightening observed
on Sept. 14 agrees remarkably well with what
Einstein’s general theory of relativity predicts for
two massive black holes in the final moments of a
death spiral. Fittingly, Einstein’s theory of
photons has helped to verify Einstein’s theory of
gravity, a century after its creation.

Microsoft

Twitter

App Of The Month

Underwater data center

Has switched to a new timeline

Blindspot: The Next Messaging App

Microsoft just finished a three-month
experiment operating an underwater data
center. A server rack with the power of about 300
PCs was placed into a water-tight steel cylinder
and lowered into the ocean off the coast of
central California. The wacky experiment was
launched because current data centers are
woefully inefficient. They're built where energy
and land are cheap (not close to where people
actually live). And they waste so much energy
cooling their massive computers.
The ocean can solve those problems. Ocean
currents can produce enough energy to power
the sub-sea data centers. The cold ocean floor
sufficiently cools the computing components
inside the pod.
Microsoft has since fished the experimental data
center out of the water for analysis. The next step
is to get a larger pod, with about four times the
computing power, under the ocean for testing.
Unlike the first experiment, the next pod will also
be equipped with turbines, which will convert
the ocean's currents into electricity.
It's not clear when, if ever, underwater data
centers will become a viable product. But
Microsoft is determined to try by taking small,
incremental steps forward.
"Our first experiment was like dipping our pinkie
toe in the water, and now we're going for the big
toe," Lee the Research Head at Microsoft said.

The data centers are also built from recyclable
materials, and Microsoft believes that the total
carbon footprint of underwater data centers will
be "dramatically lower" than current land-based
centers.
Given the growth in the cloud, industry analysts
believe that most of the world's data centers
have yet to be built. But building a data center
takes at least two years -- an eternity in the tech
industry.
As a result, Microsoft builds its data centers with
the future in mind, installing far more computing
power and space that it currently needs.
"What if we could pump out these pods on an
assembly line?" Researcher Lee pondered. "We
could deliver a data center, from conception to
operation, in 90 days. That's dramatically
different than what's happening today.

Your Twitter timeline is getting another look.
The interpersonal organization divulged a new
feature that gives clients the alternative of
changing their timelines to highlight tweets.
Like Twitter's "while you were away" recap
dispatched a year back, the new timeline will
exhibit important tweets on the top. Mike Jahr,
senior engineering manager at Twitter, said
that this new feature will enable people to
keep themselves updated with the most
important tweets.

SanFrancisco-based social network Twitter
needs to recharge enthusiasm for its administration, which once used to be the encapsulation of popular and up-to-the-moment. Be that
as it may, users now have numerous choices for
staying updated.
Twitter's client growth has somewhat
decreased. To draw in new clients and making
them stay active on the social media network,
the company has been attempting to rouse the
looks and features. Earlier, it launched a feature
called Moments, which curates tweets, recordings and pictures of major occasions.
A year ago, 262 million individuals around the
globe use Twitter on no less than a month to
month basis, data collected by firm eMarketer
reported. For this present year, the figure will
ascend to 291 million, an expansion of 11.1%.
Be that as it may, 2016 will be the latest year of
twofold digit development in clients, the firm
estimates, with the development rate falling in
2017 to 8.8%.
The new timeline highlight might be unable to
boost Twitter's status. It has been reported that
the company would follow an algorithm-based
framework to organize tweets in your timeline,
in the exact manner like Facebook sort out
posts, instead of showing them in the conventional order of latest to the most outdated.
The timeline will be turned on as a matter of
course in coming weeks on Android, IOS and
the Web; however numerous clients undermined to leave the service due to this upgrade
at which Jahr composed that in the event that
users don't like it they might turn this feature
off.

Let’s get real for a minute. In a world where
you’re social media posts, text messages, and
other digital communications can potentially
be seen, and judged, by anyone, how honest
are you?
Don’t you ever wish you could say what’s on
your mind without everyone knowing it was
you? Now you can with BLINDSPOT, a new,
anonymous messaging app that allows you to
send one-on-one messages to your friends,
your crush, or anyone on your contact list
without them knowing it’s you. The playful app
lets you flirt, play pranks, or tell secrets without
revealing your identity until you’re ready.
After downloading the app and giving it access
to your contacts, you can send text messages,
videos, voice-notes, or photos to anyone you’d
like without them knowing the message came
from you. You can then be more open and
honest in your communication, or just have
fun, knowing your secrets are safe until you
decide to unmask your identity.
BLINDSPOT was developed by the Shellanoo
Group, a technology company specializing in
interactive apps and internet services. The
fast-growing organization has garnered notice
for its high-profile investors like Roman
Abramovich, will.I.am, and Nicki Manaj.
However this interesting App has been facing a
lot of criticism from different school of
thoughts as the app can be used in many law
breaking activities. Criminals can use the app
without being caught or known by the law
enforcement agencies.

About BLINDSPOT
BLINDSPOT is an anonymous messaging app
designed for "real" conversations with people
you know. The app's bright colors and simple
design reflect the fact it is built for fun.
BLINDSPOT is backed by the Shellanoo Group, a
technology company specializing in mobile
applications and internet services. Shellanoo
has attracted significant investment from
backers including Avicii, Tiesto, David Guetta,
Nicki Minaj, Sebastian Ingrosso and Ash
Pournouri. BLINDSPOT is available for free
download from the Apple App Store and
Google Play.

High-Tech Products
Enhancing your beauty
Tech and beauty products are both fiercely
famous things we spend our cash on, so it
wouldn't have been long until the two universes
impacted. The current year's CES tossed its first
to be held Beauty Summit to flaunt the new ways
that innovation is inching into cosmetics and
beauty products.
Protection from UV rays
Most of the people don’t generally use enough
protection from UV rays while heading outside.
At CES 2016, cosmetics company L'Oréal
introduced something to settle that. It's known
as the My UV Patch and it's a stretchable skin
sensor that measures UV light exposure. It
appears like a cool impermanent tattoo and you
can stick it wherever you want. It will be available
in the market within few months.

The photosensitive colors in the patch change
hues when you're outdoors and following a
couple of hours absorbing sunlight, you can take
a picture with your phone's camera utilizing the
My UV Patch mobile application which will let
you know whether you need to reapply
sunscreen or get back under the shade.
High-tech makeup mirrors
Now mirrors can give you a makeover without
any need of moving a single muscle. At CES 2016,
a mirror named Modiface was debuted for
attempting on new looks. You'll have the capability to attempt different makeup styles, all by
taking a gander at the mirror.

Anniversary-The Voice
Over two years ago, there was a need for a publication in Rabwah to educate our youth, friends, and
families. With a focus on Information Technology, Skylite Networks initiated The Voice newsletter.
This newsletter is printed and also published online every month. The Voice is the only technology
news based monthly newsletter, providing info on major developments and IT processes from
around the world. The Voice covers info from many IT fields, new smartphone innovations,
computers, software, medicine, and online business. The latest developments and modern
inventions in these fields are featured each month.
This newsletter is free and distributed throughout Rabwah, including major jamaat offices &
installations, banks, schools/colleges, hospitals, and libraries. Find it anytime, anywhere by clicking
www.skylite.com/newsletter.
The Voice has successfully completed its second year, CONGRATULATIONS!
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We Are Hiring

Career Counselling Workshop

NETWORKS

Server Administrator
Web, Android & iOS Developer

Qualification: Minimum MinBachelor of Computer
Science or Relevant Field
Experience: Minimum 1 Year Relevant Experience

Linux Cloud Server – Web
Qualification: Minimum Bachelor of Computer
Science or Relevant Field.
Experience: Minimum 1 Year Experience of Cloud
Server Management

HR Executive

Qualification: MBA (HR), BBA (Hons.)
Experience: Minimum 2 Years in HR Department

Graphics Designer & Video Editor

The tech is still early, yet it's a look into the future
where you'll no more need to utilize unhygienic
cosmetic samples to experiment with an item
before you purchase. On the off chance that you
can hardly wait for this to be available in stores,
Modiface has a free application for iOS that
demonstrates to you live cosmetics looks, much
the same as the mirror.

Qualification: Minimum Bachelor of Fine Arts
Experience: Minimum 1 Year Relevant Field

HR@skylite.com | jobs@skylite.com | +92 47 6213759 | www.skylite.com/careers
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If you are seeking a challenging and
rewarding career opportunity and want to
work on cutting edge technologies, then
Skylite Networks is the place for you.

Skylite Networks organized a workshop on
the topic of “Learn & Earn” for college
students. The main purpose is to increase
awareness for the computer and IT fields.

